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Chairman’s
Message

T

he Safaricom Foundation recognizes that many
Kenyans cannot access basic health services, let
alone specialized services such as those offered
by Gender Violence Recovery Center (GVRC).
We know that there is a tremendous disparity in access to
quality and affordable health care by most Kenyans. Our
response has therefore been to partner with organizations
such GVRC, the Kenya Diabetes Management Information
Center (DMI), Operation Smile Mission in Kenya (OSMIK)
and others that assist to increase access to healthcare
services.
GVRC is in the frontline in speaking out about gender based
violence and in offering holistic treatment and psychological
support to survivors as well as their families. DMI has been
instrumental in putting together medical camps across the
country with the aim of providing health information and
services to communities, in partnership with local Members
of Parliament. Through our partnership with OSMIK , the
Foundation has been able to conduct successful surgical
interventions on cleft lip palates to restore smiles to
hundreds of people countrywide.
In line with our commitment to support the development
of the education sector in Kenya, the Foundation has
funded projects that improve the reading culture among
Kenyan communities. Communities around the Dennis
Hogan Library in Zimmerman and the Kwale Community
Library benefitted from book grants. Apart from supporting
schools through the purchase of books and furniture, we
have also extended our support to school laboratories,
as well as institutions providing for educational needs of
children with special needs. We believe that improving
the reading culture will go a long way in contributing to
the development of Kenya’s future generations. Through
our partnership with Junior Achievement we have further
extended our support to education and supported the
education of students on workforce readiness,
entrepreneurship, financial literacy and life skills through
experiential hand on programmes.
I am personally touched and inspired by the number of
Safaricom staff that have participated in the different
programs that needed staff participation. They continue to
serve as Ambassadors for the Foundation.

Les Baillie
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HEALTH
H.E. Moody Awori, Sanda Ojiambo & Dr. Sam Thenya.

Gvrc
Gala
dinner
Men pledge to protect their daughters.
Theme: A million fathers and daughters protecting
and caring for our daughters and women

W

hy the theme?The bond between fathers and
daughters is very unique and special. A father is a
role model to his daughter; he is big, the solution to
every problem and the threat to any enemy that troubles the
daughte. It is however ironic that its the daughters that suffer
the most violence. Women and girls make the highest number
of survivors of gender based violence and men comprise the
largest number of perpetrators (GVRC statistics show that 90%
of perpetrators are men). A lot of violence happens because of
failed relationships especially between a man and a woman.
Every woman or girl is a daughter of a father (a man).The theme
aims at challenging every father to protect their daughter!
Literally calling upon men to protect women than hurt them.
Men should take up the role of protecting the society from
Gender Based Violence, to protect their daughters, mothers,
sisters, wives i.e Positive masculinity, being true models of
change.

W
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hy the number a million? A million usually connotes
masses of people. It gives a pictorial image of many
people behind a worthy cause.

T

he annual Gender Violence Recovery Centre
(GVRC) fundraising dinner was held at the
Carnivore Grounds with theme of ‘a million fathers
and daughters’. All the men present at the dinner
pledged to protect and care for their daughters and
women. Notable guests during the event included H.E
Hon. Moody Awori, H.E Rob Macaire, and H.E Margit
Hellwig-Boette, Hon Samuel Poghisio, Njoki Ndungu,
Bob Collymore, Michael Joseph, the Kenya Rugby 7’s
team amongst other corporate and individual friends of
the GVRC. Over 100 Corporates attended the event to
support the work of the GVRC at the dinner.
Background
n a largely conservative setting like ours, gender
violence is largely marked by silence. Women silently
suffer abuse, afraid to speak out because of shame
and guilt. It’s quite hard to quantify how many women
get abused every year given the nature of this problem,
but the fact is that it’s happening, and it needed to be
addressed. Fast. And so, Nairobi Women’s Hospital, in
2001 started the ambitious program.

I

Hon. Samuel Poghisio and Safaricom’s CEO, Bob Collymore

Potraits of the Kenya 7’s Rugby team on auction

Guests dancing the night away

Soweto String Quartet performing

The Gender Violence Recovery Center (GVRC) a
charitable and non-profit making trust to manage
this problem. This is the only facility of its kind in east
and central Africa that provides free medical and
psychological support to survivors of gender based
violence. The main purpose of this trust was to mobilize
resources to provide free medical treatment and
psychological support to survivors of gender based
violence. These cases mostly needed prompt medical
intervention and the treatment given usually range
from Post Exposure Prophylaxes given within 72 hours
of assault to prevent infection of HIV/AIDS. Others
include prevention of pregnancy, prevention of sexually
transmitted infections and hepatitis B vaccine. Since
inception GVRC has treated over 16,260 survivors of
gender based violence; majority of whom are women
and the center receives an average of 260 survivors a
month. But as the trust soon realized,these
interventions aren’t cheap and they needed help from
donors and well wishers.

Enter Safaricom Foundation in 2005.
ne of Safaricom Foundation’s major tenets has
always been to support initiatives that enable
Kenyans access affordable health care and
it saw an opportunity in this trust to truly make a
difference. GVRC has worked a budget of approximately
Ksh 35 million a year to cover the costs of the free
medical treatment and psychological support as well as
administrative costs. Safaricom Foundation has since
continued to give an annual grant of Ksh 7.5 million per
year to GVRC. This year the Foundation has increased
the grant and pledged Ksh 8.5million. In the five years
of partnership, the Foundation has invested Ksh 33.7
million, money which has seen over 10,000 gender
violence survivors benefit from this initiative. To keep this
initiative running is an annual fundraising dinner which
brings together over 100 corporate companies and non
government organizations to have fun and raise funds.
The Safaricom Foundation matches the funds raised
shilling for shilling.

O
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Safaricom Foundation
Supports Diabetes Youth Camp

A

t first, Tabitha Mwanduka was in disbelief when the doctor
confirmed to her parents that she was suffering from
Diabetes, a disease she mostly associated with adults.
Tabitha’s parents had taken their nineteen year old daughter
to Coast General Hospital to determine the cause of her deteriorating
eye problem, frequent urination and tiredness, but they could hardly
believe the doctor’s words. For Tabitha, she was in great shock and
wondered how life will be with Diabetes. However, Tabitha is today an
inspiration to many of her friends and here is her heartbreaking story.
It all started in 2006 when she was a Form One student at St. Joseph’s
Girls Secondary School in Makueni District. Her eyes were constantly
itching and legs were paining. Initially, she associated the leg pain with
hockey as she was an active hockey player but this wasn’t the reason
for her predicament as it was later proved by the doctor.
The first option for her parents was to take their last born daughter
for an eye checkup. Although she was given medication, her eye
problem worsened as years went by. “When I was in Form Three, I
started experiencing blurred vision and the size of my left eye kept
on decreasing. Shockingly, I also had to change my lenses four
times during the year,” explains Tabitha adding that the optician later
confirmed it wasn’t a normal eye problem. Apart from the abnormality,
Tabitha was also experiencing frequent urination, numbness of both
hands and legs, and tiredness in the morning. Determined to secure
better health care for Tabitha, her parents decided to seek medical
services from an herbal clinic. However, besides prescribing some
drugs for her, the herbal doctor said that she was probably suffering
from Diabetes and referred her to Coast General Hospital where test
on blood sugar levels was to be undertaken for confirmation. The test
turned out positive, and it was certain that Tabitha was suffering from
Type 1 Diabetes or Insulin Dependant Diabetes Melitus (IDDM).
“With Type 1 Diabetes, the pancreas can’t produce insulin, a hormone
that is needed to convert sugar (glucose),
starches and other food into energy needed for
daily life. This means that the patient receives
insulin for the rest of his/her life through
injections,” notes Kenya Diabetes Management
and Information Centre (DMI) Diabetes Educator,
Mr. James Mwangi.

She is among an estimated 20,000 children who are living with
Diabetes in Kenya. In August, seventy two of these Diabetic children
converged for a Diabetes Youth Camp in Ruiru organized by Safaricom
Foundation in partnership with DMI, to share their experiences as well
as learn on practices that help in managing Diabetes. However, for
Tabitha, this was not the first medical camp she has ever attended.
She had participated at a in Nyali in 2009 that had also been funded
by the Safaricom Foundation. “The camps give me courage to talk to
people about Diabetes. I have been encouraging my friends to test for
blood sugar levels, considering that I was diagnosed with Diabetes four
years after symptoms of the disease started showing,” she notes.
The Diabetes Youth Camp falls under Safaricom Foundation’s second
phase of medical camps which it has funded to the tune of Kshs. 10.4
million. Unlike the other medical camps which provide medical services
to the whole population, this Camp particularly targeted children aged
between 10 and 18 who are suffering from Diabetes. Some of the
children had been identified during past medical camps.“Prevention
is better than cure. We believe that if diseases such as diabetes can
be prevented, Kenya will be in a better position to achieve her goal for
the health sector as stipulated in the Vision 2030 blue print,” noted Ms.
Sanda Ojiambo, Safaricom Foundation Manager during the opening
ceremony of the Diabetes Youth Camp.
“Proper drug compliance is key in managing Diabetes. If a child fails
to get insulin for two or more days, he/she goes into coma and ends
up admitted in hospital,” notes Mr. Mwangi adding that it’s for this
reason that during medical camps, parents to the diabetic children are
encouraged to ensure constant supply of insulin to the children.Other
management practices of the disease that the children learnt during
the Diabetes Youth Camp are eating a balanced diet which has plenty
of vegetables, regular medical check ups and exercises.

Since then, Tabitha has now come to terms
with her condition and has a positive perception
about her life. Although the sickness affected her
school performance, she managed to attain an
aggregate of a C+ in the 2009 Kenya Certificate
of Secondary Education (KCSE) and wants to
pursue a course in Journalism and Design at
Daystar University. Tabitha visits Coast General
Hospital for clinic every month. She ensures
that three quarters of her diet is vegetables,
and exercises a lot as part of the disease
management practices.
Tabitha and other participants at the Diabetes Youth Camp in BTL Ruiru
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Medical Camp

makes a comeback in Taveta

W

hen Josephine Muendo, a mother of four started
experiencing dental problems four years ago, she
would buy pain killers from chemists or visit local
clinics. The pain would heal but recur after sometime.
The condition however worsened afterwards to an extent that
she could not chew any hard food stuff, besides taking hot food
and drinks. “I was also unable to walk as fast as before since this
triggered pain in my gums,” she explains. But as fate would have it,
one day she came across a poster about a free medical camp that
was to be held at Taveta District Hospital, courtesy of Safaricom
Foundation and Kenya Diabetes and Management and Information
Centre (DMI Centre).
Without knowledge that this was to be a lasting solution to her
predicament, she opted to seek medication at the medical camp
as she could not stand the pain any longer. She also brought
along her 12 year old daughter who also had a similar problem. At
the medical camp, Mrs. Muendo was attended to by professional
doctors, after which one of her teeth, which was the main cause
of her woes was extracted. She was also offered free drugs which
she used for a while before the wound healed completely. “I am
glad that after the extraction, my life came back to normal and I
have never had any dental problems since 2006,” she explains.
The dentist recommended tooth filing for her daughter and
prescribed drugs which later saw her healing. The girl has been
leading a better life in school since. “She doesn’t miss classes
and she actively participates in sports activities like her colleagues.
I am happy that the medical camp came as relief for both of us,”
says Mrs. Muendo. It is because of this positive revelation that
when Mrs. Muendo heard that Safaricom Foundation was making a
comeback at Taveta District Hospital this year, she could not afford
to miss the free medical camp that took place on Saturday, October
30, 2010.

headaches, she was optimistic that she would get similar quality
treatment. During the medical camp day, it was joy for over
3,200 residents who flooded Taveta District Hospital to receive
free medical services. Just like Mrs. Muendo, for many of them,
it was their second chance to benefit from this health initiative
by Safaricom Foundation. For 37 year old Mwanaidi Wanjiku,
her motivation to attend the camp was based on the fact that
she wanted to gain new knowledge on health management
practices, which is offered during education sessions conducted
simultaneously with treatment during the camp. During the
last camp, she learned about benefits of exercising as a way
of managing diabetes. She now utilizes all the knowledge she
acquired on a day to day basis.“I normally walk to the market
instead of using boda bodas as before so as to keep fit and I like it,
“notes Wanjiku.
This is a clear demonstration of how the Safaricom Foundation
continues to touch lives of communities through its projects in the
health sector. “For the Foundation, healthy people are productive
people and it is for this reason that the health sector has been one
of our core strategic directions since inception,” said Ms. Janice
Mwendameru, Safaricom Foundation Trustee while addressing the
gathering. Since 2006, the medical camps have been conducted
in two phases which has cost Safaricom Foundation a total of
Kshs. 16.8 million. On average, the camps attract between 1000
and 3000 people with different ailments and diseases. Services
like blood screening, dental care, eye check up, family planning
and VCT services are provided free of charge to the patients.
Taveta Medical Camp falls under the second phase which
benefited 18 constituencies in Kenya. These include Sabatia,
Gichugu, Kitui, Gatanga, Mogotio, Karachuonyo, Mwatate, Tetu,
Turkana, Mt. Elgon, Runyenjes, Dujis, Funyula, Kathiani, and Nithi
constituencies.

This time round, suffering from high blood pressure and constant

Josephine has her blood presssure measured
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Hon. Naomi Shaaban the MP for Taveta observes a procedure on a
patient during the medical camp, where over 3000 patients were given
free medical treatment

Eco-San toilets

O

for Uriri

yani Health net is a registered community based organisation
(CBO) that has been holding free medical camps in South Nyanza
for the last three years, the organisation was formed by residents
and friends who reside in urban areas to support access to quality
health care and poverty alleviation in Uriri.The CBO seeks to promote
preventable diseases in young children. Water and sanitation is one of
the primary drivers of public health. Results from a recent medical camp
showed that a large number of cases was water borne based, construction
of appropriate latrines in places such as schools would significantly reduce
the incidence of disease especially amongst children. Safaricom Foundation
partnered Oyani Health net to construct Eco-san ablution blocks in five
primary schools in Uriri District. This will benefit over 4000 school children
and reduce water borne diseases by 90 %.

What is an Eco-San Toilet?

A sanitation system that does not require any water to function. Not only
does it save on water use, but it is entirely isolated from the surrounding
environment and cannot contaminate underground water resources. The
system utilises a natural biological process to break down human waste into
a dehydrated odourless compost-like material.

One of the Eco-San Toilets launched in Uriri

How does it work?
The human excrement falls down a vertical chute (2) and into one end of a specially
designed helical screw conveyor (3). Every time the toilet lid (1) is lifted, a mechanism
rotates the conveyor. With each rotation the human excrement slowly moves along,
taking approximately twenty five days before falling into a reusable collection bag (4).
It takes six months for the bag to fill with dry and odourless waste.
Through the uniquely designed ventilation pipe (5), adequate airflow is provided for
the dehydration / evaporation, deodorising process. Human excrement consists of
roughly 95% moisture. As the solids dry in the conveyer the urine and moisture is
vented into the atmosphere. The solid waste then dries into a compost-like material,
roughly 5 - 10% of it’s original mass.
The dry waste is manageable and can be processed in the following ways.
•
Use it in the making of compost
•
Dispose of it by using municipal waste services
•
Use it as a source of fuel

Large objects like beverage cans, disposable nappies or other
objects accidentally dropped down the chute will not block the
system, It is however not advisable to do this.

A Schematic diagram of how the Eco-San Toilet works

Operation Smile Nyanza Mission

O

peration Smile has been active in Kenya
since 1987, through the independent affiliate
Operation Smile in Kenya (OSMIK). Since
1987, Operation Smile and OSMIK volunteers
have provided free Cleft lip palate surgery to over 8,000
Kenyan children. With three medical missions scheduled
every year, operation continues to bring free surgical
services to thousands of Kenyan children Additionally
OSMIK has since 1999 taken the lead in organizing,
funding and implementing surgical missions in Kenya
without the direct support from its head office.
Having developed a successful model for independent
missions, OSMIK is currently working to extend and
strengthen its self sufficiency as an organisation. The
rationale for this is to develop the most cost
effective surgical services model possible, with the
simple goal of helping as many children as possible.
The Safaricom Foundation recently partnered with
OSMIK for the Kisumu mission. During the mission over
60 operations were conducted over a 5 day period.

Surgeons at work during the Mission in Kisumu
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Some of the children that benefitted from the Deworming Project.

Safaricom Foundation & Nelson Dzuya Foundation

Partner in deworming project

T

he Nelson Dzuya Foundation is a not for profit organisation
funded by partners and well wishers. The organisation was
registered in 2009. The Nelson Dzuya Foundation is dedicated
to the improvement of the quality of life for all, alleviation of
poverty, provision of healthcare, education and environmental programs
in the Kaloleni district in Coast Province.In partnership with the Safaricom
Foundation, school children in the district benefited from a de- worming

program. This was after studies by the Ministry of Public Health showed
that worm related infections affected the children’s academic performance.
The problem is further compounded by poor sanitation and lack of access
to clean water. Safaricom staff, Nelson Dzuya foundation staff together
with the Ministry of Public health and sanitation officials were involved in
the deworming exercise which comprised of issuing tablets to the school
children. This exercise reached 100,000 children.

Medical Equipment
for Consolata Shrine
dispensary
A technician at the Laboratory demonstrates how the equipment works to
Joe Ogutu,Safaricom Foundation Trustee

C

onsolata youth rehabilitation programme (COYREP) is a faith
based organization which focuses its efforts on offering hope and a
future to the needy people of the slums and street children through
promotion of education, health, empowerment and development.
COYREP services reach out to three main slums in Westlands namely
‘Deep Sea’, Masai’ and ‘Suswa’. Due to poverty, idleness and promiscuity
HIV/AIDS has spread in the slum leading to many of slum dwellers
suffering from opportunistic diseases of which they cannot afford to pay
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for the treatment. In 2007 Consolata Shrine dispensary was officially
inaugurated, despite the free treatment and subsidized rates for medicines
the residents experienced difficulties affording laboratory services. The
Foundation in partnership with the dispensary purchased laboratory
equipment for the laboratory within the dispensary where basic tests could
be carried out at an affordable rate. This will result in improved and quality
health services to the inhabitants of the slums and the surrounding areas.

Safaricom Foundation

supports distribution of re-usable
sanitary kits to girls in Slum

A team from Huru make a presentation on the sanitary kits

B

eatrice Nduku is a standard seven
pupil at St. Bhakita Primary School in
Nairobi. Aged thirteen, and who has just
entered into puberty, monthly periods is
one thing she dreads simply because she has
no guaranteed source of sanitary pads at the
time of need. Just like most parents who live in
Mukuru slums, Beatrice’s parents are too poor
to afford sanitary pads for her and on a monthly
basis. This compounded by the fact that she
hasn’t been that close with her mother to place
a request for pads, it’s been five months of
desparation since her periods started.
“In most occasions, I use toilet paper as a
protective measure during my periods. This is
however uncomfortable as sometimes I stain my
clothes,” she explains. Whenever her monthly
cycle sets in, Beatrice would rather approach her
class teacher for assistance than her parents
who don’t have a stable income. In school,
she is assured that she will get some sanitary
towels which are normally distributed free to the
adolescent girls, although not regularly.

Nzioka Waita, Safaricom Foundation Trustee takes a look at the
information material in the kit

stricken community. The girls are therefore forced
to resort to scavenging for used and discarded
pads; or using old cloths, toilet paper, bits of
mattresses, or sheets of newspaper as makeshift
pads in most occasions. These unhealthy
alternatives are however no substitute for clean,
dependable pads.
“I am always forced to cut up a leso into several
pieces to see me through my monthly cycles
when my parents can’t afford to buy pads for
me,” says Millicent Wanjiru a standard seven
pupil at St. Elizabeth Primary School who too is
a victim of the same fate. Due to lack of sanitary
kits, some of the girls also fail to attend classes
whenever they are having monthly periods. This
in the long run impacts negatively on the girls’
school performance.

“These are the pads I have been using for the
past three months and about to get finished now
and I wouldn’t know where to get the next packet
of sanitary pads but I just leave the matter to the
Almighty God,” she explains.

Moved by its commitment to support the
education sector and communities in need,
Safaricom Foundation recently partnered with
American Share, the non-profit arm of Micato
Safaris to help bridge the gap and give hope to
the girls by supporting its Huru Reusable Sanitary
Pad Project. The project seeks to distribute
sanitary kits free of charge to the adolescent girls
to help them stay in school as well as assure
them that menstruation is a normal passage by
all females, and thus they should receive it with
joy and appreciation.

Just like Beatrice, many girls from Mukuru
slums undergo the same ordeal every month as
sanitary towels come as a luxury in the poverty

Safaricom Foundation donated Kshs. 500,000
towards this project which has seen the purchase
of 500 Huru Empowerment Kits. Each of the

kit comes packaged in a drawstring bag that
also functions as a backpack with; 8 Reusable
Sanitary Napkins, three pairs of underwear,
soap to wash the pads, an educational insert
featuring information on proper pad usage and
HIV/AIDs prevention and sexual and reproductive
health, and a waterproof bag to safely store
used pads. The sanitary kits were distributed to
500 girls from five primary schools in Mukuru
on November 29, 2010. The beneficiary primary
schools include St. Bhakita, St. Elizabeth, St.
Catherine, and Mukuru.
Speaking during the event, Mr. Nzioka Waita,
Safaricom Foundation Trustee noted that for girls
to succeed in education, apart from a conducive
learning environment, they also require a
supportive health environment that will encourage
them to work hard in school. He added that the
sanitary kits will play a major role in assuring
the girls that menstruation is not a hindrance to
success in education and that it should not hinder
them from participating in co-curricular activities.
The pads came as a relief to the girls in many
ways. Firstly, they can be re-used for a whole
year hence giving them a peace of mind as they
have sustained stock. The girls will also be in a
better position to concentrate in classes hence
improved performance.
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1: Joseph Ogutu (Safaricom Foundation Trustee) tries out
one of the desks donated to St. Johns Primary School
in Pumwani
2: Chris Muthama (center) poses for a photo with the winners
of the categories sponsored by the Safaricom Foundation
in the Enablis business plan competition. Lorna (right) won
the Green and Ecological business category and Clifford
Kimani (left) won in the Agribusiness category
3: Safaricom staff busy planting seedlings. The staff team
planted over 4000 seedlings at Ngare Ndare forest
4: Robert Mugo (Safaricoms’ Chief Information Officer)
together with his children plant trees at the Nairobi National
Park during Safaricom’s 10th anniversary
5: Sanda (in black) and Josephine (extreme right) of the
Safaricom Foundation hand over a dummy cheque for
Ksh 2.7 million to surgeons and medical staff taking part in
the Operation Smile Mission to Kisumu
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6: Mr. Stephen Okich (in red shirt) the Kisumu Retail Supervisor
presents books to the headmaster of St. Anthony Dago Kokore
Secondary School
7: The team that represented Kenya at the Homeless Street Soccer
World Cup in Brazil pose with trustees and staff from the
Foundation after a lunch hosted in their honour. The team came 5th
out of 49 countries and was ranked the top African team

98
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8: Students at the Ngong Center for open learning receive books
donated by the Foundation during the official handover ceremony.
The school got books worth Ksh 650,000 to assist the students
from the needy families around the school.
9: Safaricom staff pose with the staff and school children outside one of
the Eco-San toilet units at Uriri during the official handover ceremony.
10: Janice Mwendameru (Foundation Trustee) and Teresa Nkonge
the staff sponsor officially open the sanitation block at Materi Girls
High School
11: Dr. Sam Thenya of the Nairobi Womens Hospital test drives the
mobile Mammography unit donated to the hospital by the Safaricom
Foundation
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ENVIRONMENT

Profile on Centre for Family Initiatives

T

he Centre for Family Initiatives (CEFI) is a Kenyan non- governmental
and not for profit organization registered in 2008 to continue the
services of the Community Health Awareness Programme (CHAP)
Originally registered as community based organization in 1997 to
provide education and create awareness on community health including drug
and substance abuses, prevention HIV/AIDS and motivation for Voluntary
and Counseling and Testing (VCT) and on management of environmental and
sanitation issues. The organization has been renamed and registered to reflect
the wider mandate that now encompasses the agendas of the sustainable
development (Water, Energy, Health, Agriculture, Bio-Diversity and waste
management)
The aim is of the organization is to improve the information basis for
appropriate environmental and climate change responses, particularly in Kenya
the rural areas and improve the capacity of local community to initiate activities
that respond effectively to impact of environmental degradation and climate
change in the long term.

Community Led- Agro Forestry (CLAF)
CEFI through its community led Agroforestry project aims to demonstrate that
reducing emissions from deforestation and engaging in rigorous community
tree planting through Agroforestry can be part of an effective rural community
response to climate change. CLAF in Migori County currently supported by the
Embassy of Finland, the Safaricom Foundation and HELP International aims to
avoid deforestation activities, carbon measurement system and demonstrate
intervention sustained food security. It aims to create greener environment
that is secure with reputation of a robust agricultural sector that guaranteed
community food security. Centre for Family Initiatives (CEFI) Community LedAgroforestry project’s motto is
“The most protected trees are those established on the family farm where the
sustainable consumption and sales of tree fruit and forestry products ensures
continuous carefully guarded tree cover”

Deforestation is a serious threat because Kenya’s forests have been
one of the key factors in ensuring that rainfall patterns remain stable.
Agricultural experts warn that massive destruction of the forest has
contributed to climatic change resulting in declined crop yields.
It is estimated that Kenya needs to plant 100 million trees a year
to restore lost and declining forests. As well as improving water
catchments, they provide habitats for birds and insects, shade for
animals and recreation and medicines for local people. CEFI through
its partnership with the Embassy of Finland Nairobi, the Safaricom
Foundation, HELP International and the Total Eco Challenge, has
been building capacity of small scale farmers in Migori County for the
last 3years. The region has of late recorded erratic rainfall pattern
which disrupts the planting programmes for farmers resulting in
declined crop production
In Migori County, CEFI built capacity of over 800 men and women
led agro forestry home associations through training on tree nursery
management, skills in intercropping trees and food crops, tree types,
uses and potential. Over 70 tree nurseries have been established.
Accumulative of 1.85 million surviving trees have been planted in
family farms in the last two and half years. The organization has
also initiated indigenous tree nurseries, fruit tree nursery, herbs and
bamboo tree nursery.
Centre for Family Initiatives has for the last two years won
the coveted Total Eco Challenge prize as an outstanding local
organization that promotes tree growing in Kenya. The organization
has emerged as the Total Eco Challenge winner 2010 as a reward for
its efforts in promoting tree growing in Kenya. a reward for its effort in
promoting tree growing in Kenya.

There is every need for us, as citizens of
the world, to do everything possible at our
disposal to protect the environment for
the benefit of the current generation and
posterity, since a proper environment leads
to a better and developed world
By Isaiah Olale Onyango – CEFI Executive
Director.

Isaiah Olale Receiving the Coveted Total Eco-Challenge Award
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Connecting the Dots

to Save the Grevy’s Zebra

T

he Grevy’s zebra is one of Kenya’s most endangered large mammals
having undergone a catastrophic decline in the past 30 years. The
population has reduced from 15,000 in the 1980s to 2,500 today.
Over 90% of these are found in northern Kenya and the remainder in
Ethiopia. The Grevy’s Zebra Technical Committee (which consists of the Kenya
Wildlife Service, Northern Rangelands Trust, Grevy’s Zebra Trust, Marwell
Wildlife, Denver Zoo, African Wildlife Foundation, Lewa Wildlife Conservancy
and Princeton University) is working as a collaborative body to better
understand the nature of the threats facing this unique species.
In support of its efforts, the Safaricom Foundation is funding an innovative
project which uses collars fitted around the zebras’ necks to transmit the
geographical position of the animal via the Safaricom network. Connecting
the dots of the animals’ positions the technical committee can see how they
use resources within the landscape as the Grevy’s zebra co-exist with pastoral
groups and their livestock. The community conservancies in Samburu are
taking a lead role in managing their resources to enhance survival for Grevy’s
zebra and other wildlife. The technical committee is therefore specifically
investigating how they respond to management actions from the data
gathered by the collars. This study is focused on females as they are the class
which are most sensitive to changes in resource management.
A mission to deploy the first set of collars took place in November 2010 in the
community conservancies of Meibae and West Gate. The technical committee
had timed our expedition with the onset of the November rains which typically
attract large numbers of Grevy’s zebra into the open Naibelibeli plains in West
Gate Community Conservancy. Unfortunately the rain had not yet started and

Dr Mutida of KWS explaining how the dart gun works to Chris and Richard
Wales of Grevy Zebra Trust

there were no zebras to be found in Naibelibeli! Through radio coordination
between the team of Meibae Conservancy’s wildlife scouts and Grevy’s Zebra
Trust field staff the technical committee was able to locate several herds of up
to 50 Grevy’s zebra in Meibae. Here, the Grevy zebras were grazing in bushy
habitat a good distance off the main Wamba-Maralal road, making it difficult
to access them. After finding the zebras, the collaring team had to stick with
them and position Dr Mathew Mutinda, a KWS veterinarian, so that he could
immobilise his target with a dartful of drugs.
Once an animal was down, the action began. Her eyes were covered to keep
her calm; water was poured over her to keep her cool; the collar was fitted
around her neck; blood, hair and tissue samples were collected for further
research; measurements of the body were taken; photographic data of
teeth and stripe pattern were captured; and finally she was revived and in a
matter of minutes she was up and running. The collaring team repeated this
procedure for six different animals over three days. On writing this, all collars
have reported in and their locations can be viewed on Google Earth.
As an endangered species the Grevy’s zebra is of immense conservation
value to Kenya and acts as a flagship species for its fragile semi-arid
ecosystem. Conserving the Grevy’s zebra across its range will also assist the
conservation of other endangered, threatened and migratory species including
African elephants, African wild dogs and cheetahs. So if you happen to visit
Samburu or any of its community conservancies, keep your eyes open for
Grevy’s zebra, and better still one that “ako na Safaricom”, and know that you
are watching one of Kenya’s most striking and exceptional wild animals.

The technical team poses for a photo after the successful collaring exercise

World of Difference

A child stands next to one of the modified bicycles

Staff from Vodafone Nertherlands
Makes a difference in Kenya

W

illeke Koolhof (inset) a staff from Vodafone , Netherlands
was lucky to get the chance to work in Kisumu for a
period of 2 weeks for the World of Difference program of
Vodafone Netherlands . Vodafone Netherlands supports
5 projects every year in their World of Difference programme. The
lucky winner receives an average Dutch salary for 1 year, so that he
or she can work on the charity of their dreams. Anyone, including
non staff members can apply for the programme. This year Vodafone
Netherlands introduced a 2-week employee program where a staff
member could apply for any of the 5 projects, depending on their skills
and experience.
Willeke successfully applied for the employee program and joined
the ‘Cycling out of Poverty’ organization founded by Luuk Eickmans
and Marieke de Wild. The organisation is doing an amazing job in
stimulating the use of bicycles in different countries in Africa and
have several projects namely BIKE4WORK, CYCLE2SCHOOL, and
BIKE4CARE.
BIKE4WORK targets farmers, traders, Boda Bodas, etc. In this project
the bicycle is used as a tool to cycle out of poverty and to improve
the well being of the farmers. BIKE4CARE stimulates access to
healthcare. A bicycle can save lives as communities in remote areas
have difficulties getting access to medical centers. A bicycle enables
medical staff to visit more patients each day. A bicycle ambulance
makes it possible for patients to reach health centres quickly and
horizontally. During Willeke’s stay in Kisumu she got to know a lot
about CYCLE2SCHOOL project. This project is aimed at stimulating
access to education and is especially targeted to students who live at
least 10 km from school. These students either walk long distances
or take expensive buses. Once students have a bicycle their school
attendance increases, as well as improve their results! The bicycle
is an investment that the entire family profits from it. Some of the
students Willeke spoke to, admitted that they do have better grades
and that is not all! over the weekend the mother uses the bike to go to
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the market, this way she can carry more goods to sell and has more
time left to do other work and other family members use the bicycle
outside school hours, to fetch water. All bicycles are financed via micro
finance credits. Together with local partners of ‘Cycling out of Poverty’
families are selected. First, the family needs to prove that they are able
to save money for about 3 months, then they receive the bike and the
pay-back period starts. This lasts between 6 to 9 months with 30 cents
a day. The money is re-invested in new projects.
In Kisumu there is a local production workshop where bicycles are
assembled or repaired. The trained employees are also able to create
tailor made models; for example, extra long models suitable for heavy
load, or the ambulance bicycles. Cycling out of Poverty’ works together
with local partners in every country and the aim is to have these
partners operating independently and in a sustainable way. Currently,
‘Cycling out of Poverty’ is still doing a lot of -international- fundraising
and partnership creation. The idea is that both the local partners as
well ‘Cycling out of Poverty’ also look for local partnerships. That
was one of the reasons why Luuk and Willeke visited Safaricom
Foundation.
Willeke’s assignment in Kenya was to write a Toolkit full of tips and
ideas to support local partners and CBO’s in the process of exploring
and maintaining partnerships. With the Toolkit the organization wants
to inspire the local partners and in general CBO`s in Africa to search
for partnerships or sponsors, preferably in their own countries.
The toolkit was critiqued by Cordaid Uban Matters, Gasiapoa waste
management services’ and ‘VBBS’. These were local organizations
with a lot of field experience and gave the document a lot of useful
suggestions and tips. In between the work Willeke had the chance
to get to tour Kisumu and experienced riding on Boda Bodas, Piki
Pikis, Tuk Tuks as well sitting in the “crazy” matatus. An experience
she loved!, she also explored the Kibuye market, visited the Kisumu
museum and enjoyed the Kenyan food and fresh juices.

ARTS

Juhudi Children’s Club
Mosaic Project

Some of the children at work on their mosaics

M

osaics are a form of art that have been used since
time immemorial to create works of art that have
lasted hundreds of years. They are easy to make with
children and ideal for exterior walls. Juhudi Children’s
Club believe that a vivid display of artworks in hospitals is not only
therapeutic to patients but also uplifting to them, their families and
hospital staff. The Club is creating a mosaic art work in Nyanza
Provincial Hospital in Kisumu. This will be the eighth such undertaking
since 2002 and the third with the Safaricom Foundation.

The project entails creation of 1280 square feet of mosaic art on
40 boards with the theme ‘by the lake’ this would engage children
from schools around Kisumu who would create the mosaic artworks
on their respective boards, these would then be collected and
mounted at the hospital. This project aims to grow a generation that
is conscious of the need to recycle materials and create cleaner
environments not to mention creation of new friends, hobbies and
passions while creating an appreciation and ownership of hospitals
and other national institutions.
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EDUCATION

Syllabus books for
Denise C.Hogan Library

L

ucia Nyamu, a first year student at Kenya Institute of Bankers
is among thousands of students in Kasarani Constituency
who frequent Denise C. Hogan Library. Since July 2009, Lucia
occasionally goes for private studies at the Library located in
Zimmerman Estate owing to the fact that there are lots of reading materials
- the most relevant ones for her being accounting books which were
donated by Safaricom Foundation in
Although she is undertaking Diploma in Banking, she has come to notice
that some course units in banking are related with accounting especially
during initial semesters. It is for this reason that Lucia spares time to
read at the library where she has made friends, majority of them who are
accounting students from various colleges in Kenya.
The library lacks banking books but despite this, she is always gaining new
knowledge from accounting books which helps in building her career. “In
most cases, I engage in discussion with my fellow students and this has
proved useful in improving my school performance. Each day, I am longing
to be at the library and interact with them,” she adds.
Lucia believes that her determination in studies will soon pay off. She
dreams of being a competent and a professional banker hence contribute to
the success of the industry especially in the advent of the country’s journey
to the attainment of the Vision 2030 goals where development efforts by
each industry matters a lot.
The Denise C. Hogan Library was established fifteen years ago and is
stocked with over 20,000 volumes of books and magazines. However,
till November 2009, the library lacked syllabus books for primary and
secondary education. Given its commitment to promoting a reading culture
within Kenyan communities, The Safaricom Foundation donated Kshs.
300,000 to the library which went towards the purchase of 700 books.
“They include syllabus books and some copies of books on accounting
which I believe will be of greater assistance to our students,” said Mukunya
Mugo, Safaricom Foundation Trustee during the official handover of the
books to the Library. Mr. Mukunya explained that donation to the library
was in line with the Foundation’s commitment to support development
of the education sector in Kenya as it is keen to support initiatives that
improve learning culture among communities where it operates. According
to Harrison Kilonzo, the Director of Denise C. Hogan Library, the Safaricom
Foundation funded books are the most read as the students are more
concerned about passing exams than gaining general knowledge.

Computer Lab for

St. Theresa Tartar Girls

Lucia Nyamu at the library
“Our customers are primary school pupils and high school students who
are preparing for their KCPE and KCSE respectively. College students too
frequent our library,”
he said during the handover event. Considering that most of the
surrounding schools and parents can not afford syllabus books for their
students, the library charges Kshs. 30 for whole day reading although one
can subscribe for monthly payments, which is much cheaper.
Denise C. Hogan is the only community library in Kasarani constituency,
and serves a total population of 266, 684 as per the 2009 Kenya Housing
and Population Census. The Library is the brain child of Kilonzo who
strongly believes that reading has no age limit. It started in 1995 with 1,000
books donated by Denise. C. Hogan, the patron of the library, and has
since grown to be a popular reading facility in Kasarani and neighboring
constituencies. To give everybody a chance to read, the library operates
from 8am to 10pm on weekdays, and half day on Saturdays.
Looking at the future, Kilonzo says plans are underway to shift the library
to a more accessible location which can accommodate more readers,
especially the elderly and the disabled so as to meet their education needs.
Besides, considering that most public universities in Kenya are establishing
constituent colleges, Denise C. Hogan Library is planning to establish a
branch in Machakos town that will not only serve Machakos District but also
Kitui and Machakos Districts.

S

t. Theresas Girls Secondary School – Tartar in
Kapenguria was formerly known as Tartar Secondary
School as a mixed school that was started in 1980 by
the Catholic Diocese of Eldoret. It was converted to a
girl’s school in 1997 and in 1998 it became a provincial school.
Owing to its strategic location and improved academic
performance and physical facilities among others factors,
the enrollment currently stands at 881 up from the humble
beginnings with 40 students in 1980.
The school had identified information communication technology
as one of the issues that needed to be addressed in order to
raise its academic performance. Safaricom Foundation gave the
school a grant of Kshs 1.5 Million to put up a modern computer
laboratory in order to assist the school to meet its objectives
“The recent past has presented us with a number of challenges.

“Today St Theresas Girls has sharpened its focus and set its
sights high and wide” Mrs Pricillah Kamau – Head teacher
said during the launch ceremony which was attended by Hon.
Samuel Poghisio Minister for Information and Communications
and staff from Safaricom Foundation.
Students using the Computer Lab

eCONOMIC EMPOWERMENT

A Resource centre for Jericho Youth

T

he Family Rock Youth Group is a community based organisation.
The group was registered in August 2006, currently has 26 bona
fide members but they aim to have register more youths. Last year,
they have recruited 10 out of school youths that they are mentoring
and aiming to involve in their activities soon. Family Rock was started by
a young man who was concerned about the high levels of unemployment
among young people, but also realized the enormous potential for success
that youth have, when working together in partnership – hence the name
Family Rock.

Eastlands in Makadara constituency, Harambee ward. The objective of
the group is to equip the young people with an income generating activity,
provide a source of information and recreation center.
The Foundation provided funding of Ksh 812,000 for the group
to put up a resource center. The center has facilities such as computers,
printer, scanner, photocopier, internet connection, television with DSTV
connection and office furniture. This will go a long way in meaningfully
engaging the youth of Jericho and the surrounding areas.

They are located in Jericho one of the residential estates in Nairobi

Les Baillie accompanied by the Centers’ chairman cuts the ribbon to
officially open the center

The Family Rock Youth Center

Community centre for Nguutani Residents

G

enesis Community Development Assistance was the beneficiary
of a Community Training & Exhibition center from the Safaricom
Foundation. Genesis is a local grass root NGO registered in 1995,
operating in the lower eastern parts of Kenya, especially, the larger
Mwingi District. The larger Mwingi has estimated population of over 350,000
people and is a semi-arid region that relies heavily on food relief and external
donors due to periodical.
Genesis is involved in community mobilization, HIV /AIDS sensitization and
mitigation, Enhancement of education performance activities, community
education, conflict resolution, as well as organizing and facilitating community
partnership planning for a for consensus building.
The NGO’s strategy 2010-2015 focuses on accessing ICT skills to rural
communities, professional and academic mentoring, dissemination and
internalization of social and economic pillars of the Kenya vision 2030 to the

The front view of the Community Center at Nguutani
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rural communities and their relevancy to the NGO’s vision of an empowered,
dignified, self-reliant, gender sensitive community.
With funding from Safaricom Foundation, Genesis Community Development
Assistance built the Genesis Community Training and Exhibition Centre at
Nguutani market which is located 20 Kilometres from Mwingi town. The center
will serve as the focal point for the NGO’s strategy and programs that include
child sponsorship funding, activities in water, agriculture, health, education,
food security, capacity building of community committees.
While commissioning the newly constructed Genesis Community Training &
Exhibition centre at Nguutani on 6th August 2010, the chairman of the NGO,
Mr Julius Mulae rolled out Phase 2 of Genesis CDA’s development plan
(2010-2015) underscoring the need to transit community expectations from
perpetual charity to self-reliance through education and social enterprise.

Les Baillie sits in for a computer class at the center

Staff Participation

Spread the love -

T

he middle class - that amorphous people who teeter between the
working class and the upper class - is said to hold immense potential
in societal change even though they are a paltry 20% in Kenya.
This economic group has been gallantly referred to as the “sleeping
giant,” given their predisposition of having about a third of their income left
for their leisure fter paying for the basics like food and shelter. The Spread
the Love campaign seeks to awaken this sleeping giant by spurring it to
action.Spread the love is the brain child of Gospel Artist Kanji Mbugua of
the Kijiji Records Label. The value system, as this group proclaims, is not
to solve problems but rather to inculcate a new belief system in the middle
class mind; “I have all I need to change Africa.”

‘Makaro’
cleanup
“Makaro” cleanup

‘Makaro’ (slang for waste paper) was a cleanup initiative that sought to
transform the physical environment of Umoja and Inner Core estates by
involving the residents in an estate-based soccer tournament to raise
awareness and engage the local youths to take up the responsibility of
taking care of their environment. Sixty Safaricom staff and four local primary
schools participated in this event that ran for four days. The tournament
was free, but the 63 participating teams, as a condition, had to collect a
certain amount of waste paper in a pre-match cleanup drive. At the end
of it, everybody had a great time and there was not a doubt what a simple
initiative like that can do to the environment and most importantly to the
minds of these youngsters in regard to conservation.

Safaricom Plants Trees
to celebrate 10th Anniversary

O

n its tenth birthday over 150 Safaricom staff went to Nairobi
National Park and there in partnership with the Nairobi Green Line
planted over 2000 indigenous trees. The Nairobi Green Line is
an initiative aimed at growing a 35km long and 50m wide forest
of indigenous trees that will shield Nairobi National Park from encroachment,
pollution, litter and human-wildlife conflict. Its goal is to plant 50,000 trees.
Nairobi National Park is a strategic and unique wildlife sanctuary because
it’s the only one in the world located hardly 10km from the central business
district of a capacity city and this makes it a hugely priceless natural resource.
Such a tree planting activity, resonates with the company’s policy of
environmental conservation and sustainability. While kicking off the exercise
before Safaricom staff and invited guests, Safaricom Foundation chairman,
Les Baillie, enthused, “As a lover of nature and a green environment, I
wouldn’t have had a better chance to demonstrate this, especially at this

time we are celebrating our 10 year anniversary.” To further accentuate the
importance of the exercise Mr. Baillie added that the company’s commitment
to conservation was evident in its building constructions which emphasize
on energy preservation and the pioneer Simu ya solar which only require
solar energy to charge. “ I wish to reinstate that Safaricom Foundation and
Safaricom Limited will continue partnering with local communities with the aim
of positively transforming lives, ” he promised in his speech.
Apart from the exercise meeting its core conservation objective, it was a great
bonding and team building exercise. For some of the staff, this was their first
time to plant trees and therefore a lot of sentimental value was attached to the
Green Line.

Feature

Soccer: A great Unifier

The KHSSA team pose for a photo with the foundation staff and trustees just
before leaving for the Homeless Street Soccer World Cup in Brazil

S

occer is the greatest unifier. It brings the poor and the rich together.
Its magnetism is felt from the decapitated slums of Brazil to the
glamorously paved streets of Rome, Italy. It brings people together.
Makes them forget themselves. Gives them hope.

Kenya Homeless Street Soccer Association (KHSSA), a Non-profit
organization has used the popularity of this sport to successfully teach
participants in the slum areas how to lead more positive lifestyles away
from drugs, crime and violence. Their approach is simple; organize activities
for volunteers who in turn are taught to chart a course for their life away
from harmful behaviors that afflict the youth in most slums.
The organization organizes tournaments that engage poor youths from the
streets and from the slums like Korogocho, Dandora, Huruma. Mathare,
Makongeni, Kibera, Babadogo and Dagoretti. The best and most deserving
players picked from that tournament are to represent Kenya in the Rio 2010
Homeless World cup in Brazil.
But Homeless street soccer isn’t new. It was founded on the humanitarian
premise based on the billion homeless people in the world. This idea, as
it’s told in football circles, was allegedly started by the legendary footballer,
Pele, in the 90’s with an aim of rehabilitating homeless people while
promoting football as a game. This program discovered some great soccer
names like Ronaldinho.

In Kenya its was started by amongst them, Mohammed Ahmed who is
currently the president of the organization. Mo, as he is popularly known,
is first an ardent football fun even though his football career didn’t take off
to great heights as he had planned. But he isn’t bitter or regretful as he has
done a lot for himself and for the youth from the slums. He knows how it is
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The team’s goalkeeper displays the trophy for the
best goalkeeper in the tournament

to be poor; he grew up in Huruma estate. “There is desperation in the slums
and it’s very easy to fall prey to bad company and crime when you don’t
find a purpose, a hope” the 42year old said, “and this initiative has given
these kids more hope than you can ever imagine. Mo, who has been the
chairman of Huruma grounds a meeting place for soccer enthusiasts, says
that there is an overwhelming talent untapped in the slums and with the
right stimulants these youths can be given a chance to excel in what they
love while also inspiring other youths to pursue their dreams.
The Kenyan Homeless soccer league is huge, as he puts it. It attracts some
3,000 participants in all the eight zones and it’s competitive and cut-throat.
“There is a certain pride in seeing these youth embrace something other
than lamenting about poverty. It is a true inspiration.”
But sponsorship, he says, still remains a challenge. “We have the men and
women teams and getting air tickets for them to travel to play abroad is
always a challenge. With sponsorship we can take this to greater heights.”
But it’s not just tickets and footbal kits that they need, he adds. “I think what
would be the best help is structures that can see this idea’s longevity. We
need capacity building, entrepreneurship programs that see these kids off
the streets for good. Something more practical.”
The Kenya homeless street soccer fielded a team in the last homeless
street soccer worldcup held in Rio de Janeiro in Brazil. The Safaricom
Foundation supported the team by kitting them and taking care of some
of the costs of preparing for the event. The team emerged the top African
team at 5th position narrowly missing out on the semi finals. The team’s
goalkeeper was named the best goalkeeper at the tournament.

Football to riches

H

amilton Ayiera, 28yrs old.
He’s a primary school dropout. He has lived
in Korogocho slums all his life. In 2004 his
days were spent at the dumping site where
he – together with others – would forage for waste
scrap metal which they would later sell for a pittance.
Life was bleak. The only thing that ever stirred anything
in him was soccer, but soccer was just an idle dream
because nobody eats soccer. But life somehow took a
turn when he met an Austrian who introduced him to
Homeless Street soccer. Now his story is now one of the
inspirational stories of this world tournament.

Do you miss the dumping site?
Are you kidding me! Have you been there?
No.
No wonder. The dumping site is not a place you miss.
How does your story start?
Well I joined the team in 2004, thanks to my Austrian
mentor who got me from the dumping site and enticed me
to play football.
This football is not like the usual football, am I right?
It’s different, yes. It’s a four a side.
What happened after being recruited?
Well I played so well that we had made it to the world cup
in Cape Town in 2006.
Must have been a treat.
Yes, it was my first time to be out of the country, first time
in a plane, first time in a different country, I had never been
out of Nairobi before. So we were in heaven, literally. We
came out number 9 out of 58 countries.
How did that tournament change your life?
Apart from the exposure, I was handed a cash prize of Ksh
70,000 which I used to open a barber shop and a mobile
phone accessories shop.
In 2009 you participated in the World cup in Brazil as a
coach, how come?
Well, after investing my money in business, I continued to
recruit kids from the dumping site to play soccer and make
something of themselves and I think this made me a good
contender to coach the team since I was also playing
actively.
You also run the Ayiera initiative, what does it do?
I recruit kids from the streets and make give them a
purpose. I teach them how to shave hair and also I’m
planning on opening up a hair salon and a sewing school
to help girls become independent. So far I have recruited
seven children from the streets and hopefully if I get funds
I will open these schools and hopefully save more kids.
What important lessons have you learnt from this?
That you can be whoever you want to be. That nothing is
impossible.
That a ball can change a life?
(Laughing) Yes!
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Turning youth potential
into enterprise

Sanda Ojiambo (HoD - Corporate Responsibility, Safaricom) handing over the
laptop, black berry and internet modem to Humphrey Rogoma the Africa CEO
of the Year, 2010 from Mane Corporation of Lenana School with them is William
Derban (JA Africa Region Board Member).

J

unior Achievement (JA) Kenya launched in 1999, as a member of
the Junior Achievement World wide –the globe’s largest not for profit
organization dedicated to empowering young people to own their
economic success by enhancing the relevancy of education through
the support of mentors from the business community. JA delivers programs
to public primary schools, secondary schools, universities and youth-of
school living in disenfranchised neighbourhoods.
To date, JA has successfully impacted over 150,000, young people
through its economics education programs focusing on three key pillars of;
Entrepreneurship, Financial Literacy, and Work readiness. In 2009/2010 JA
with the support from Safaricom Foundation impacted over 50,000 students
in over 300 schools in Nairobi, Central, Rift Valley, North Eastern, Western
and Nyanza Regions.
JA Kenya and Safaricom Foundation have enjoyed a remarkable 6 year
partnership in the mission of inspiring the next generation of business
leaders and creation of economic opportunities for young people. This
partnership has been evident through good performance relations that focus
on financial sponsorships and engagement of Safaricom staff as volunteer
business mentors. Last year alone Safaricom through the Foundation
provided more than 206 business mentors to JA who participated in Job
Shadow, Company Program, Mentors on Board, University Innovation
Boot Camp and the Annual Company Program Competitions. Safaricom
Foundation has continuously played a leading role in provision of dedicated
volunteers who share on the critical experiences and work related skills,
thus connecting classrooms to the place of work.
With support from the Safaricom Foundation JA Kenya successfully
launched innovative programs that saw our program reach grow
exponentially from the previous year;
1. Empowering Out- of School Youth
JA Kenya in partnership with Safaricom Foundation has made considerable
strides in reaching the youths living in disenfranchised neighbourhoods in
Kenya. The Kibera Girls’ Soccer Academy is one such tremendous success
story that has benefitted remarkably from this partnership. Lives of 30
school girls who attend the academy have been transformed through their
JA company program Magazine: “Kibera Shedders” which has enhanced
their understanding of business enterprise and entrepreneurial opportunities
thus contributing positively to their education and livelihoods. Today not
only does the magazine sell locally but internationally in Europe and in the
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USA as the team moves to publish their third edition. Over 5,000 youths
have been reached so far with the ultimate aim of the partnership being
to develop and improve the communities’ understanding and capability for
engaging in successful and profit-making economic and entrepreneurial
activities.
2. Moving up towards the North
The partnership has also seen to the expansion of JA programs to reach
North Eastern Kenya leading to formation of strategic partnerships with
key partners such as the Education for Marginalized Children in KenyaEMACK who have played a pivotal role in ensuring that JA programs are
implemented. JA Kenya working with EMACK has implemented 4 programs
and one Junior Business Forum in Jaribu and Tetu primary schools in
Garissa. Through this success JA will grow the program reach to 10
secondary and five primary school programs in the region from 2011.
3. Penetration into Primary Schools: Get them Early!
Commendable strides have been realized so far in reaching 60 primary
schools nationwide as a result of this partnership. JA and Safaricom
Foundation are dedicated to ensure that kids at an early age are prepared
to seize opportunities in the global market place. Partnerships with Hope
Worldwide, Ministry of Education, and City Council of Nairobi have also
played an outstanding role regarding penetration into primary schools
outside Nairobi region enhancing learning and exposure to careers and
professions. The growing of programs into primary schools has reached
over 2,400 pupils to date.
4. University Innovation Boot Camp
Moving people from their normal work place or school environment to
a camp site can be used for many purposes such as team building and
creativity training in companies. The JA Universities Boot Camp experience
in 2010, sponsored by Safaricom Foundation opened space for tight and
intense learning processes among participants, taking them beyond their
daily life dominated by lectures and theory into a fun filled and diverse
team environment. At least 100 University students from 13 universities
participated in the program and most of them found the program enriching
and above all a majority reported improved attitudes towards business and
life skills improvement.
5. Entrepreneurship Competitions
Through generous support from Safaricom Foundation, JA Kenya
successfully held regional Company Program Competitions that saw the
winners of the outstanding enterprises compete for the coveted National
Award – Biashara Award that guarantees entry into the first ever Africa
Competitions. Kenya was honoured to be host of the maiden Africa
Competition where Safaricom Foundation awarded a laptop, modem and
black berry phone to Humphrey Rogoma, of Lenana School who emerged
the top student CEO of the JA premier Africa Student’s Competition held
at the KICC in Nairobi. The event, opened opportunities for JA Kenya to
showcase the impact of its mission across the Africa continent.
6. JA Mobile
Faced by the challenge of reaching schools in the interior settlements and
rural Kenya, JA partnered with General Motors East Africa and worked on
the possibilities of reaching the marginalized youths and students through
the Mentors on Board program. This involved a mobile clinic that toured
schools with mentors from Safaricom and other private sector partners who
mentored students and youths in informal settlements on different thematic
business topics aimed at building and cultivating the entrepreneurship
culture for sustainable livelihoods. The mentoring sessions were conducted
in Nyanza and Western and reached close to 5,000 students and youth. It
is evident that the partnership between JA Kenya, Safaricom Foundation
and Safaricom staff has played a pivotal role in the growth of JA Kenya
programs nationwide sowing the seed of inspiration and enterprise reaching
over 150,000 youth since 1999.

Africa region company of year
students entrepreneurship conference

William Lay (Chair of JA Kenya) showing the laptop proudly sponsored by Safaricom. With him is Sean Rush (JA Worldwide President & CEO) and William Derban
(JA Africa Region Board Member)

A

frica Regional Company of the Year Students Entrepreneurship
Conference, hereafter referred to as COY is a 2 day annual
event geared towards recognizing, appreciating, rewarding
and celebrating students’ innovation and creativity in the field
of entrepreneurship. It is an end product of JA’s flagship program: The
JA Company program which seeks to help students and young people
appreciate and better understand the critical role of business in our
society and the global economy. With support and guidance of volunteer
consultants from the local business community, JA Company Program
provides hands-on economic education for high school students to
practically organize and operate an actual business enterprise for a period
of 15-20 weeks, thereafter liquidate the enterprise and earn entry into the
highly coveted annual COY Students Expo and Conference.
The key objective of the Expo and conference is to instruct and enrich
students’ classroom coursework in a diverse, experiential and ‘real
life’ atmosphere while preparing them for a lifetime of leadership and
responsibility in Africa and the global world. Uniquely, the event engaged
hundreds of high school students from the entire African region to share on
different experiences, exchange best practice as well as draw experiences
and lessons from the rich and diverse cultures within the African continent.
Importantly, the Student’s Entrepreneurship conference is focused towards
enhancing a broader understanding and appreciation of Entrepreneurship,
Financial Literacy and Work Readiness as key pre-requisite pillars in the
realization of any nation’s economic growth.

The conference participants;
• Had an opportunity to observe and appreciate students’ creativity,
innovation and contribution to entrepreneurship development, through the
showcasing of the outstanding JA students Company Programs from Africa
• Learnt and understood about prospects, challenges, barriers and
opportunities in business, develop business skills and financial literacy
knowledge, sharpen entrepreneurship skills, soft and hard skills required in
building new and relevant enterprises for Africa in the 21st century.
• Had a platform to contribute to critical economic development process in
their countries and Africa as a whole including the millennium development
goals on poverty eradication by adding their voices to the critical role that
entrepreneurship can play in averting poverty in Africa.
• Identified talent, and appreciated the importance of investing,
involving and inspiring the next generation of leaders.
Youth are the future: Youth are Junior Achievement’s Business:
It is Junior Achievement’s conviction that the Africa COY Students
Entrepreneurship conference is an important constituent in development of
not only future business leaders for both public and private sectors but an
important ingredient in the economic agenda for Africa in this century.

STUDENT QUOTES
Company Program

Maisha Poa Camp

“JA is a really good opportunity for the youth of Kenya living in
this generation. It has helped many people get jobs through
entrepreneurship programs (formulation and operating), and
business ideas, I think that JA has played a major role in
employment and job creation in this nation. Thank you so much.”
Nyambura. Moi Girls Nairobi

“Thank you JA for creating a forum through which young people can
not only learn about business , but also talk, and be heard.” Mumo
“This is a very great exposure am now equipped with leadership and
management skills. I see myself becoming an outstanding leader in
this century.”
Njeri, Dandora High School

Job Shadow

University Innovation Boot Camp

“The business challenge really opened up my mind. Hello to creative
“It was an interesting and wonderful experience I got a first hand
experience on how corporate operates and I have been prepared thinking and innovative solutions.”
Gloria, University of Nairobi.
fully on the business challenges that I may expect when I join the
working environment. Am so proud of being a JA member.” Halima
Ali, Nairobi Muslim Academy
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